WITH TYPE B COVER, WATERTIGHT FURNISHED WITH LOCK BAR 1" x 1" STEEL 23½" LONG & BRASS BOLT 3/8" x 4" LONG @ 180° FULL THREAD

(8) ½" RIBS

DUST COVER ⅛" THICK BY 23 ½" DIAMETER.

NOTES:
1. FOR NON-WATERTIGHT APPLICATIONS, DELETE LOCK BAR, STOP LUGS, BRASS BOLT AND NEOPRENE GASKET.
2. ALL GRAY IRON CASTINGS SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM A-48, CLASS 30.
3. ALL CASTING DIMENSIONS SHALL HAVE A TOLERANCE OF ⅛±.
4. WATERTIGHT APPLICATION WITH TYPE A COVER DOES NOT REQUIRE LOCK BAR, STOP LUGS, BRASS BOLT, OR NEOPRENE GASKET.

STOP LUGS (2) @ 180° FURNISHED ON ALL FRAMES TO HOLD LOCK BAR FOR WATERTIGHT APPLICATION WITH TYPE B COVER.

NEOPRENE GASKET FITTED BETWEEN INNER LID & FRAME.

CAST IRON DUST COVER WITH 1¾" ROUND HANDLES

ALTERNATE COVERS AVAILABLE
1. SAME AS ABOVE WITH 23½" DIAMETER SKIRT 1½" DEEP EXCEPT WITH SOLID COVER LETTERED ‘SANITARY SEWER’.
2. AS ABOVE EXCEPT WITHOUT SKIRT. UNDERSIDE TO HAVE 6 CROSS RIBS 2½" LONG TO ALLOW FOR USE OF INSERTS.